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Match Report  - by Sport Billy (& TotM ?) 
Season 2021/22 
 
09/10/21: Maidstone Vets 34 - 19 Weavering Samurai  
 
“After 10 minutes I thought you lot were going to get mullered,” commented referee Gary Whitehead after the 
game. To be fair he probably wasn’t the only one, playing or watching,  thinking along those lines. Certainly the 
silence from the home contingent that followed the opening try - for Weavering - told its own tale. Just as well that 
the game doesn’t end after 10 minutes then (or for that matter at half-time). 
 
Following that opening period and try that for some reason brought on a case of collective amnesia in the ranks 
(at least until some b@st*rd remembers it in a future court session) we responded pretty well and scored a well 
worked try of our own. Forwards and backs combined with some good hands that saw stand-in flanker Adrian 
Clark touch down in the corner for an unconverted try. 
 
Just as it seemed we were hitting our straps and starting to apply some territorial pressure a loose ball hits a 
stray Vets hand and bounces kindly for Weavering to allow them to score under the posts. Back we come 
however and after some more pressure the other stand-in flanker, Mike Gillies, piles over near the corner.  
 
Further pressure and again some great interplay between backs and forwards - with inevitably Nick East to the 
fore (when not being penalised by the ref) - sees Adrian chalk up his second try of the afternoon. The half ended 
however like it started - with a try for the visitors following an oft-repeated blindside move for a score in the corne 
to give them the advantage at the break. 
 
At this point Weavering, with an average player age a decade or two younger than ours, probably thought they 
had it in the bag. As it happened that score just before half time was as good as it got for the “youngsters”. 
Whether it was greater fitness, superior skill or just old fashioned grit and determination (or a combination of all 
those attributes) we turned the screw in that third quarter with three unanswered tries that put an end to the 
Samurai’s unbeaten start to the season. 
 
Firstly James “Five Tries” Ferris scores a converted try after we won good line out ball. Quick hands through the 
backs followed, with centre Richard Cutbill also instrumental in the score. Soon after arch poacher Adrian 
completes his hat-trick, yet again with the forwards and backs combining leaving the gallery of spectators (by this 
time possibly numbering more than the crowd watching the first team) purring.  
 
The final try was a glorious solo effort by new recruit and second row Andrew Wilford who thundered down the 
wing to score in the corner to cap an impressive debut. The last 15 minutes was played out relatively quietly with 
no further score as both teams contemplated the post match port and cheese kindly organised by the Vets and 
specifically Tuggy, with help from Karim. 
 
MotM: Following the general pattern of the season there were contenders throughout the squad. The whole of the 
back row, the centres, the second rows, the on field captain Mick Walker for the marshalling of the troops and the 
bullocking second half performance of debutant Andrew Wilford. However this week’s award, sealed by the 
buying of a post match jug, was hat-trick hero Adrian Clark. 
 
TotM: Whoever let them score the first try… and as there was collective amnesia at the time no one can be 
blamed. BUT WHATEVER...WE WON. 
 
Scorers 
Tries: Clark (3), Gillies, Ferris, Wilford. 
Cons: Ellesmere (2). 
 
Squad: 1. Christopher Hogg; 2.Nick East ; 3. Anthony Allred / Danny Walsh ; 4. Gary Griffiths ; 5. Mick Duggan / 
Andrew Wilford ; 6. Adrian Clark ; 7. Mike Gillies ; 8. Tom Clarke / Mick Duggan ; 9. Mick Walker ; 10. Matt 
Matthew Ellesmere ; 11. Marco Trismegisto Bauchiero / Kelvin Baxter ; 12. Richard Cutbill ; 13. James Ferris ; 
14.  Stephen Noble / Andrew Ray ; 15. David Ruaux / David Tugwell . 
 
Referee: Gary Whitehead 
Waterboy: David Eiffert 
Team Manager/ Physio/ Clipboard Supremo: Karim Neseyif 
Referee Liaison Officer: Simon Wright 
VIP Guest: Peter Gray  
Get Well Soon: Martin Maytum , Danny McLeish (both Covid), Matt Plowman (injured in the warm up).  
PS: Anyone got a cure for PTSD? Asking for a friend.               -ME. 18/10/21- 


